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“What’s that Smell?” Official Contest Rules & Guidelines
1.) NO Purchase is necessary to enter the contest.
2.) A “front digit” code will need to be included when filling out the online application. This is a five to six
digit code on the front of the candle.
EXAMPLE:

3.) Employees of Our Own Candle Company or any other individual that aided in the manufacturing of this
candle are not eligible for participation.
4.) The contest will end on March 1st. Applicants will have until 11:59 P.M. EST on March 1st 2018 to have
their submissions entered and approved.
5.) Detecting the scents/notes: Many scented candles can have varying scents/notes that constitute its fragrant
makeup. FOR EXAMPLE: A candle named “Hawaiian Melon” is described as having notes of the
following: a.) grapefruit b.) grape c.) berries d.) melon e.) honeysuckle f.) mineral water g.) vanilla. This is
NOT an OOCC candle; this is just an example.
6.) Our mystery candle has seven notes we are looking for. The person who comes the closest to naming the
seven scents/notes, as deemed by OOCC management, wins the prize. In the event of a tie, the individual
who entered the exact list first will be the winner.
7.) The winner will be responsible for reporting their earnings as income tax, if applicable. A 1099-Misc form
will be sent to the winner.
8.) The prize winner will be allowed to determine the color of the candle. One color only will be permitted;
no multilayers.
9.) The prize winner will be allowed to choose the name of the candle. No inappropriate suggestions will be
allowed and OOCC has the right to turn down any suggestions that are inappropriate. Names such as
“Jane’s Candle” will be accepted.
10.) OOCC will contact the winner chosen prior to any public announcements are made via social media,
Website, storefront, etc. to determine the participant’s eligibility.
11.) This mystery candle can be found out OurOwnCandleCompany.Com, or at the Our Own Candle
Outlet Store in Findley Lake, NY.

